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How To Develop A Data Analytics
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Is your company thinking about integrating data analytics but you’re not sure how to
begin? First off, let’s start by defining data analyticsand then let’s take a look at some
great tips for getting started developing a data analytics infrastructure for your business!

WHAT IS DATA ANALYTICS?
Simply put, data analyticsis the delivery of accurate, useful information to the
appropriate decision makers within the necessary time frame to support effective
decision making – a strategy ALL businesses can benefit from! Countless companies
recognize the key role the interpretation of big data plays in operating a successful
business.
Did you know that, according to techjury.net,
Data analytics makes decision-making 5x faster for businesses.
That’s astounding! If data analytics is such an enormous industry, there must be a good
reason, right? Data analytics infrastructure supports the gamut of decision-making
from long-term strategic planning to short-term tactical choices to up-to-the-minute
operational scheduling.
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HOW DO I GET STARTED IMPLEMENTING
DATA ANALYTICS WITHIN MY ORGANIZATION?
The first step to creating a data analytics infrastructure is defining the key performance
indicators or KPIsfor your organization. The best KPIs are ones that are...

ACTIONABLE: Decision makers should be able to define specific actions that

their organization will take in response to variances in the KPI value.

ORGANIZATION-WIDE: A wide range of KPIs should be selected in order to

cover all aspects of the organization. The goal is to create a holistic picture across
the entire company.

FORWARD-LOOKING: It is necessary to choose KPIs that provide optimal

time to react when a number is out of the desired range. Otherwise adjustments
cannot be made in time to enact change, rendering that KPI ineffective.

EASILY UNDERSTOOD: KPIs must be easily understood by those that

use them. When they are the result of complex formulas, it can be difficult to
understand what a given number is saying about your business and hard to know
what changes to implement to shift this number back into the desired range.
Once you have a solid grasp on data analytics and have clearly defined KPIs for your
organization, the next step is determining if your organization is ready to undertake a
data analytics build. Here are some great indicators that will help you determine if your
organization is ready:

DESIRE: Without support from the top, a data analytics infrastructure project
will be starved for time and money. Additionally, current keepers of your
organization’s data must be on board. It’s necessary to show them how, with
a functioning data analytics infrastructure, they will be able to move beyond
shepherding data to using it to make key business decisions.

EXPECTATIONS: It’s imperative that your organization has realistic

expectations for your data analytics build. It will require a significant amount of
time from both the technical and business side of your operations.
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DEDICATION: Once a data analytics infrastructure is in place, it will require

continual support. Resources will be required to monitor, detect and correct any
problems that arise. You will also need to make additions and enhancements as
your organization grows and changes.

PREDETERMINED ACTION: It’s important to predetermine what action you

are going to take when each one of your KPIs stray outside of the desired range.

DEFINED SOURCES: Define the sources of information you are going to use to

perform your KPI calculations. Then determine the secure path to accessing this
information and bringing it into your data analytics infrastructure. If none exist,
this may mean devising a manual or electronic process to capture that information.

Once you achieve project buy-in from all levels of your organization and have clearly
defined KPIs, you’re ready to begin!
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Understanding The Makeup Of A
Functioning Data Analytics Environment
Are you excited to bring analytics-based decision making to your organization
through the implementation of a data analytics infrastructure? It’s helpful to
understand the various components of a functioning data analytics environment
before you begin.

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT
PARTS OF A DATA ANALYTICS ENVIRONMENT?
RELATIONAL DATA WAREHOUSE:

Although not imperative, a data warehouse will facilitate the storage and efficient
retrieval of data. Not convinced? Here are some great arguments in favor of a data
warehouse!
Provides a place to compile information from various line-of-business systems
into a single location before the data moves further down the line.
Off-loads the aggregation and data manipulation processing from the
line-of-business systems.
Creates a convenient location your organization can rely on to maintain legacy
data without importing old data into new line-of-business systems.
Provides a buffer between line-of-business systems changes/upgrades and the
rest of the data analytics infrastructure.
Maintains point-in-time snapshots, when needed, for historical reporting.

DATA EXTRACT, TRANSFORM AND LOAD (ETL):

This is the process of moving data from your line- of-business systems to the data
warehouse. ETL can also be employed to move data from the data warehouse to
aggregation-optimized storage. In the transformation process, data is modified as it
moves from location to location. These transformations may include:
Cleansing errors or irregularities
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Removing unnecessary information
Conforming data from different systems to a single standard
Rolling up data to the levels required for analysis
Creating point-in-time snapshots of historical information

AGGREGATE-ORIENTED STORAGE:

Data stored in this form allows for highly efficient, interactive exploration and reporting.
Detailed data can be quickly rolled up to answer questions at various levels with
drilldown facilitated between levels. For example:
What is our production for each quarter this year? Now, what is our production for a
specific month within a quarter? What do our sales look like in each region? For each
sales rep?

METADATA LAYER:

This layer allows business users to interact with organizational data in an easy-tounderstand way. The metadata layer:
Provides business-friendly names for entities and attributes
Defines hierarchies and relationships
Includes definitions of business calculations and analytics
Secures data through rules for data access

CONSUMPTION LAYER:

This user-facing portion of the data analytics infrastructure delivers data to business
users. The Consumption Layer includes reporting, dashboards, interactive data
exploration and predictive analytics. It may be delivered via a browser, a cell phone app,
email, or even a good old-fashioned printout.
Get the most out of your data analytics environment by utilizing these important
components to create an efficient, robust and scalable platform. Once you understand
the necessity of these components, you are well on your way to maximizing your data
through a robust data analytics infrastructure!
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Data Analytics Infrastructure
Once you understand the different components of a data analytics environment, it’s
time to select which tools your organization will use in its creation. During this part
of the process, there are some important considerations and some crucial questions
you should be asking that will help you make this determination.

TAKE TIME TO CONSIDER...
YOUR EXISTING DATA
MANAGEMENT
INFRASTRUCTURE:

Does my current data management infrastructure
include any data analytics tools?
What back end and front end data analytics tools
are compatible with my current data management
infrastructure?
What is the cost to purchase or license each tool?
What is the infrastructure cost to support each tool?
What is the cost to implement each tool?
What are the ongoing maintenance costs for each tool?
(hardware, software, consulting)

COST:

Can the tool handle the expected data size?
Can the tool handle the expected user load?
Can the tool handle the type and complexity of
expected queries?

SCALE/
PERFORMANCE:

Can the tool grow with my organization over time as
data size, user load and query complexity change?
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Is single sign-on possible?
Can limitations be imposed on data availability based
on the identity of the user?
Does the data reside on-site or in the cloud?
Are there any changes to the organization’s security
infrastructure required (such as opening ports in a
firewall) to facilitate data movement through the
proposed data analytics infrastructure?

SECURITY:

What types of consumption are anticipated within my
organization? (i.e. reporting, dashboards, interactive data
exploration, predictive analytics)

TYPES OF
CONSUMPTION:

What types of consumption does each tool I’m
considering excel at delivering? What types of
consumption does each tool struggle with?
Can other tools be incorporated to handle weak areas?

While the concept of data analytics infrastructure is relatively new, having the right
tools for the job is a time-proven key to success. Take as much time as you need to
thoroughly evaluate your resources and define your needs in order to select the best
tools to build a solid data analytics infrastructure for your organization!
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How To Implement Your Data Analytics
Infrastructure: Best Practices

Did you select the proper tools to get the job done? Excellent! Now it’s finally time
to implement your data analytics infrastructure. Incrementally delivering operational
portions of the data analytics infrastructure over shorter periods of time is the best
way to ensure a successful launch. Let’s take an up-close look at implementation
best practices for each component of a functioning data analytics environment.

RELATIONAL DATA WAREHOUSE:
When architecting and implementing a data warehouse, ease and speed of retrieval are
the guiding principles. These attributes take precedence over minimizing data size and
reducing data redundancy.

DATA EXTRACT, TRANSFORM AND LOAD (ETL):
Data should be cleansed and validated as much as possible during the ETL process. This
includes:
Validating against lists of known entities such as streets, cities, states, zip codes,
gender etc.
Making sure both sides of relationships exist (i.e. If sales are attributed to a
certain salesperson, make sure that salesperson exists in the ‘salesperson’
table in the data warehouse.)
Checking data types and lengths of data
Any data that fails the validation process should be handled in a graceful manner.
Audits should be included in the process to ensure the data loads completely and
accurately. The source of each piece of information should be tracked throughout the
ETL process.
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AGGREGATE-ORIENTED STORAGE:
Each aggregation-oriented storage architecture has its own limitations. Understand
what those limits are and design your data analytics architecture to avoid running
up against them. The aggregation-oriented storage will need to be tuned to get
peak performance. Revisit this tuning from time to time to guarantee continued top
performance.

PUBLISH LATENCY:
Both the ETL process and the loading of the aggregation-oriented storage require
time, or latency. Be sure to design the data analytics infrastructure to meet the latency
requirements of the business users. Then, be sure users are well aware of the designed
system latency. Consider implementing a mechanism that informs users of the time of
the last data load.

METADATA LAYER:
The key to good metadata layer design is to remember that this layer exists mainly
to make things easier for the business users who will explore the data. Perspective
and similar filtering tools should be used to create a streamlined view of the data so a
business user can work with only the data items they need for a given task. Appropriate
security restrictions should be put in place to ensure users see only what they are
supposed to see.
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CONSUMPTION LAYER:
There are some key pieces of information to keep in mind when implementing this layer:
Make sure you are using the appropriate consumption layer tool for the
appropriate task.
Don’t neglect user training. All data analytics tools require some level of training
to ensure that business users are comfortable with them and use them effectively.
Without training, business users may become frustrated and stop using the data
analytics environment or miss key features that could generate a large ROI for
your organization.
Many consumption layer tools provide a number of ways to deliver content to
the user. Be sure to look at all delivery options and pick the best option for each
visualization and each user.
Take advantage of the security features provided to lock things down as
appropriate Alternatively, consumption layer tools may require a specific pathway
to be opened up within your organizational infrastructure. Be aware of what
security concerns this may create and act accordingly.
Harness the logged user activity. It will help you determine what visualizations
and other content are being used and therefore should be enhanced as well as
what content is never touched and can be removed.

Implementing a data analytics infrastructure is not a trivial undertaking. But
with the right knowledge, preparation and attention to best practices, a wellimplemented data analytics infrastructure can provide a large return on your
investment and provide a tremendous competitive advantage for your organization.
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